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History will look back at the 114th Congress (2015-2016)
and judge whether it was a productive one. It is clear
though that it has already seen some monumental
developments in healthcare policy. From enactment of
legislation to repeal the sustainable growth rate (SGR)
policy to resolution of the challenge to the Affordable
Care Act (aka Obamacare) to consideration of landmark legislation to reform how the National Institutes
of Health and the Food and Drug Administration work.

HOTlanta, Georgia was the destination for the 83rd
Annual ASCLS Meeting and on Wednesday, July 29th,
our industry partners were honored with an Awards
Ceremony emceed by J.R. Constance, 2013-14
ASCLS President.

Sustainable Growth Rate
On July 8, 2015, the Centers for Medicare and Medicaid
Services (CMS) issued a proposed rule updating the
Physician Fee Schedule, the first since the repeal of
the sustainable growth rate (SGR) that plagued Capitol
Hill and the healthcare community for more than a
decade. Congress repealed the SGR as part of the bill
titled “Medicare Access and CHIP Reauthorization Act
of 2015” (MACRA).
ASCLS is pleased that Congress was able to repeal
the SGR earlier this year as the cost of this annual
formula problem often meant payment offsets that
impacted the clinical laboratory community. While the
laboratory community must remain vigilant against
further cuts to laboratory reimbursement, we believe
the repeal of the SGR takes a significant weight off
all healthcare professionals and providers moving
forward. The challenge will be to see how the new
provisions replacing the SGR work to drive higher
quality care.
The rule CMS issued on July 8th sets in motion the
process for establishing the rules for provisions Congress
enacted to replace the SGR formula. In the proposed
calendar year (CY) 2016 Physician Fee Schedule rule,
Continued on Page 12

The winner of the prestigious President’s Award was
Roche Diagnostics Corporation. This year there was
a tie for the coveted Crystal Award between Beckman
Coulter, Inc. and Siemens Healthcare Diagnostics,
with the Honorable Mention Award presented to
Bio-Rad laboratories, Inc.
Several companies received Industry Special
Recognition Awards for their contributions to this
year’s Member and Industry Award Ceremonies and
Program; BD Diagnostics, Bio-Rad Laboratories, Inc.,
Diagnostica Stago, Inc., and Ed Neren with
NerenPossible Services.
Without our industry partners and sponsors this
meeting would not be possible so we would also like
to acknowledge the following for their contributions;
Abbott Diagnostics, ASCP, Advance Newsmagazines,
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President’s Message
Barbara Snyderman, MLS (ASCP)CMDLMCM
ASCLS President 2015-2016

MEMORIES OF ATLANTA
It has been a couple of months since we all gathered
in Atlanta for the 2015 Annual Meeting. I have wonderful
memories of the meeting! It is always great seeing our
“ASCLS family members” and making new friends in
addition to attending informative seminars and
exploring the Expo.
I have special memories of Atlanta that do not apply
to the 2015 meeting. The 45th Annual Meeting of what
was then the American Society for Medical Technology,
now ASCLS, was my very first—and I have attended
every meeting since. That was 1977 and I was a new
student member and had not even attended a state
meeting yet. Can you imagine how overwhelming it
was? The only exposure to a meeting remotely similar
to this was the American Society for Microbiology
meeting which I attended in 1975 in Atlantic City with
my MLT class.
That Annual Meeting theme was “Accept the Challenge.”
President Beverly Fiorella said the membership was
“dedicated to accept the challenge of new research,
future directions for the Society and quality patient
care.” She encouraged participants to learn and
“move our society forward in the constant pursuit of
goals that will enrich the profession.”
The printed program had a message from President
Jimmy Carter! In it, he commended our “important
contribution to our healthcare delivery system and to
the well-being of all Americans. Our nation’s
physicians rely heavily on individuals like you for the
accurate technical information they so vitally need in
discharging their duties to their patients…The quality
and future of our entire healthcare delivery system
depend greatly on your responsiveness to the
challenges you face.”
Both Presidents’ messages were insightful and

inspiring and can apply to all of us today. We must
remember the importance of the work we do every day,
whether in the laboratory, teaching, doing research or
working in industry.
There was a huge exhibit for the 1977 meeting. In
those days, we did not meet with AACC. We had
approximately 8,000 attendees at our meeting, which
stretched over two weeks! The board met for four days
prior to the “official meeting” followed by three days
of committee meetings and workshops. The scientific
portion, along with governance, comprised the final six
days of the conference.
The society members had several “reference committee
meetings” at which society issues, finances and policy
were debated for hours. Even with these meetings,
the House of Delegates meeting was scheduled for
an entire day and the board used to wager on what
time the business would conclude. The House was
followed by the Presidents-elect and committee chair
orientations.
New products featured at the meeting, some of which
were advertised in the meeting program included the
red safety bulb we all use in our labs on a daily basis.
Also introduced at that meeting was an “electronic,
digital cell counter” for hematology: at the time, labs
had the old linear typewriter style cell counters.
Johnston Laboratories, Inc. featured the Bactec, “the
only blood culturing system whose claims have been
verified by the College of American Pathologists!” The
Bactec system at that time consisted of two
analyzers: one allowed reading of a single bottle at a
time and the more automated version had carriers for
four bottles that were loaded on to the analyzer.
The disposable transfer pipet, another staple of our
Continued on Page 13
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LEADERSHIP IN REGION VIII! I LOVE MY REGION!
Joni Gilstrap MT(ASCP), ASCLS Region VIII Director

At our Regional Caucus meeting in Atlanta this year
I reviewed the attendance with pleasure and awe.
There were four Past Presidents of ASCLS; Chairs,
Vice Chairs and members of National Committees, 3
National ASCLS Leadership Academy graduates; 6
Region VIII Leadership Academy graduates, State
Presidents, Vice Presidents, students and many other
active members of ASCLS Region VIII. I am so proud
to be a part of this dynamic group of leaders.
How did they become leaders? Were they mentored?
Can introverts be leaders?
“Successful leadership, like happiness, is one of those
things that everyone claims to have the “secret” to.
There are more than 27,000 leadership books on
Amazon, thousands of seminars on leadership skills
held in conference rooms across the country, and
countless articles in business magazines and websites
pruning leadership lessons from CEOs and corporate
movers and shakers.” (7 Habits of Natural Leaders, Carolyn
Gregoire. Huffington Post. http://huffingtonpost.
com/2014/10/20 ) If anyone has looked up leadership
on the internet they will attest to this statement.
Wikipedia states ‘Leadership has been described as
“a process of social influence in which one person can
enlist the aid and support of others in the accomplishment of a common task”.’ http://enwikipedia.org/wiki/
Leadership
• Leaders influence the opinions and attitudes of others to accomplish a mutually agreed upon task.
• Leaders have the ability to persuade others to seek
defined objectives enthusiastically.
• Leadership is the human factor which binds a
group together and motivates it toward goals.
• Bass & Stogdill’s Handbook of Leadership: Theory,
Research & Managerial Applications”. The Free
Press, 1976
We have all seen these lists of leader attributes:
character, integrity, vision, passion, credibility, courage,

insight, humility, sense of humor, positive self-esteem
and emotional intelligence. “Emotional intelligence is
the ability to monitor one’s own and other people’s
emotions, to discriminate between different emotions
and label them appropriately, and to use emotional
information to guide thinking and behavior.” These are
all great attributes for leadership that we see in those
around us.
The closing keynote speaker this year at the National
Meeting, Jennifer Kahnweiler spoke about introverts
in her presentation “Quiet Influence: The New Wave
of Leadership.” She assured us that introverts can be
highly effective influencers when, instead of trying to
act like extroverts they use their natural strengths. In a
world where extroverts seem to rule, she demonstrated
how introverts can use their quiet influence to challenge
the status quo, provoke new ways of thinking, effect
change and inspire others to move forward. Applying
engaged listening, quiet time and social media were
some important things she discussed and actual
volunteers showed us great interaction. As we know
laboratory professionals tend to be introverts but as
she shared with us we can lead with “quiet influence.”
ASCLS Leadership Academy is a structured program
of study of critical leadership topics; benefits work
setting and life in general; learn from leaders; opportunities to be mentored by ASCLS leaders; and acquire
confidence and self-esteem to step into leadership
roles. I believe these things have been going on many
years and are the core for developing ASCLS leaders.
I have had many mentors over the 20 plus years of
my membership and continue to learn from ASCLS
leaders at all levels. By offering this program we are
teaching and developing leaders at a rate essential to
our professional society.
I am not certain how all the leaders in Region VIII
acquired their skills or if they are all introverts providing
the ‘quiet influence’ but I do believe we all share the
passion for our profession and support each other
through leadership as we continue on our
Continued on Page 15
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NEW PROFESSIONAL AND NEW MEMBER FORUM
OFFICER INTRODUCTION
Gretchen Brocksmith, MLS(ASCP)CM
NPNMF Chair
gkbrocksmith@gmail.com

Left to right: Lacey Campbell (Past Chair), Gretchen Brocksmith
(Chair), Karen Larson (Vice Chair), Kim Baker (Secretary)

The New Professional and New Member Forum
(NPNMF) had great success the past year under the
leadership of Lacey Campbell. Stephanie Noblit and
Sherman Binas started a mentorship program to teach
new professionals all about ASCLS and help them
connect with a seasoned ASCLS mentor. Our NPNMF
e-newsletter was a great success and it focused on
topics to which new professionals and new members
can relate. For the upcoming year, 2015-2016, the
NPNMF Officers are Gretchen Brocksmith (Chair),
Karen Larson (Vice-Chair), and Kimaria Barker
(Secretary). We are full of energy and enthusiasm,
and honored to be part of this forum. We were so
impressed by the engagement our members exhibited
at the annual meeting. We are focused and ready to
take on the charges given to us by the Board. Our
goals this year are to keep our NPNMF members
connected through social media and conference calls,
and to keep all new professionals and new members
involved with ASCLS. We recently conducted a survey
for all new professionals and new members to
determine their priorities and we will form a strategic
plan on how we can address these issues. We will
continue with our e-newsletter, bringing new and
exciting articles for all to enjoy.

Gretchen grew up in Plaquemine, LA and received
her BS degree in Clinical Laboratory Science from
Our Lady of the Lake in Baton Rouge. She is currently
working in New Orleans at Ochsner Medical Center in
the Hematology Department. She started in ASCLS
as the Student Forum Chair of Louisiana 2013-2014.
She attended her first national meeting in Houston
where she became the Student Representative for
Region VII and the Student Representative for the
Government Affairs Committee (GAC). She attended
her first Legislative Symposium in 2014 and fell in love
with the government aspect of ASCLS. She has been
the New Professional for GAC since 2014. She was
asked to be on the Diversity Task Force and is now
the Secretary for the Diversity Advocacy Council. She
is also in the Leadership Academy 2015-2016. She
enjoys running, biking, and concert going. She also
loves to travel.
Karen Larson, MLS(ASCP)CM
NPNMF Vice-Chair
klarso42@fairview.org
Karen grew up in Michigan and graduated from the
Honors College at Michigan State University with a BS
degree in Medical Technology. She completed her internship at Fairview Health Services in Minnesota and
began working as an acute care generalist at University of Minnesota Medical Center. From 2012 to 2013
she served as both the Minnesota and Region V
Student Forum Chair. From 2013 to 2014 she was
Minnesota’s FYP Representative and a graduate
of the Region V Tri-State Leadership Academy. For
the past two years she’s had the privilege to be the
NPNMF Region V Communications Coordinator.
She has also served on several ASCLS committees.
Currently, she is the ASCLS-MN Metro Area Junior
Director, a member of the Region V Tri-State Leadership Academy Committee, and involved in curriculum
development for the new mentorship program. She
enjoys knitting, playing piano, and camping along
Lake Superior with her husband.
Continued on Page 5
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Officer Introduction From Page 4
Kimaria Baker, MLS(ASCP)CM
NPNMF Secretary
kimariab@yahoo.com
Kim was born and reared in Memphis, Tennessee
where she attended the University of Tennessee
Health Science Center. She recently graduated with a
Master’s degree in Clinical Laboratory Science.
Currently, she works as a generalist at Methodist
Le Bonheur Healthcare in Memphis. As a student, she
served on the ASCLS Awards Committee and the now
Diversity Advocacy Council. She served as the ASCLS
National Student Forum Secretary for 2014-2015. She
is serving as the Tennessee New Professional Delegate.
She is very active in her community volunteering at
numerous places in Memphis such as Big Brothers
Big Sisters of Memphis, Junior League of Memphis,
and Habitat for Humanity. She enjoys bowling, playing
billiards, spending time with family and friends, and
walking along the Mississippi River.   
We encourage any new members or new professionals
who would like to become more involved to e-mail us
any time. We look forward to connecting with you!

KEY TO THE FUTURE:
MENTORING
Sheila Gibbons, MLS(ASCP)CM
Medical Laboratory Scientist
Rockford Memorial Hospital/ Core Laboratory
ASCLS-IL President-elect
Mentoring is critical to the life of a professional and
to the profession. Mentoring is a vital way to retain
members and nurture their leadership potential.
The mentor and mentee may even develop a lifelong
relationship. I believe every laboratory professional
should belong to a professional organization to give
back to the profession and to develop as a professional.
I became a member of ASCLS as a student in 2005.
My program director, Carol Becker, encouraged my
class to become members of a professional organization.
She explained why she chose ASCLS. Carol is a
great advocate for the MLS profession as well as a
great mentor. My class attended the 2006 ASCLS-IL
state meeting in Lisle, IL to participate in the student
bowl competition. Our team did not win the
competition, but we had a good time and it was a
great review for the Board of Certification exam.
More importantly, attending the state meeting was a
good experience and something I believe every MLS
student should do.
After graduating and becoming certified, I renewed
my membership in ASCLS and became a First Year
Professional (FYP). I realized the importance of being
a member of a professional organization and had the
desire to become active, but didn’t know where to
begin. During the interview for my first MLS job, I was
pleased to learn that my boss, Nancy Knight, knew
my program director Carol from ASCLS-IL and was
also a past president of ASCLS-IL. Nancy encouraged me
to become active and assumed the role of mentor.
Nancy had the student bowl coordinator at that time,
Wendy Miller, contact me. I began helping Wendy
with a few of the responsibilities for the next student
bowl. Wendy is also a past president of ASCLS-IL
and is a great mentor. I enjoyed helping with the
student bowl and was asked to be on the committee
again the following year. I have been involved with
the ASCLS-IL student bowl ever since.

Visit www. ascls.org/CLEC

I was awarded the Key to the Future award in 2010
Continued on Page 14
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ASCLS MEMBER AWARDS - 2015
Barbara Brown, 2003-2004 ASCLS President hosted the 83rd Annual ASCLS Member Awards Ceremony. This
year we were proud to present almost 300 awards and scholarships to our deserving and committed members
and constituent societies.
Constituent Society Membership Awards
Greatest Percent Increase in Membership:
Greatest Percent Increase in Non-Student Membership:
1st Place: ASCLS-Alabama (159%)
1st Place: ASCLS-Virginia (18%)
2nd Place: ASCLS-Maine (100%)
2nd Place: ASCLS-Alabama (17%)
3rd Place: ASCLA-West Virginia (78%)
3rd Place: ASCLS-Utah (16%)
Greatest Percent Retention:
1st Place: ASCLS-Arizona/Nevada (98%)
2nd Place: ASCLS-Oregon (94.8%)
3rd Place: LSCLS-Louisiana (94.5%)
Constituent Society Publication Awards
Paper Category:
Web-Based Category
1st Place: FOCUS Newsletter (ASCLS-ID
1st Place: Vollusion (ASCLS-SD)
2nd Place: Newscope (ASCLS-IA)
2nd Place: Louisiana Newsletter (LSCLS)
3rd Place: Pennsylvania Newsletter (ASCLS-PA)
1st Place: ASCLS-New Jersey
2nd Place: ASCLS-Idaho
3rd Place: ASCLS-Colorado

Constituent Society Website Awards
:

Political Action Committee
1st Place: ASCLS-Illinois
2nd Place: ASCLS- Hawaii
3rd Place: ASCLS - Idaho

Promotion of the Profession
1st Place: ASCLS-Delaware
2nd Place: Clinical Laboratory Scientists of Alaska
3rd Place: ASCLS-SD

Alpha Mu Tau Fraternity Scholarships
Ruth French Memorial Scholarship: Evan Katradis
James Holley Memorial Scholarship: Laura Gotthardt
Dorothy Morrison Memorial Scholarship: Jazmen Myers
Ida & May Reilly Undergraduate Scholarship: Brad Vamplew
Royce Watson Scholarship: Danica Rector
Martha Winstead Memorial Scholarship: Heather Ann Scheutz
Alpha Mu Tau Scholarship, Graduate Category: Leah Daily, Melanie Giusti, and Shannon Jongeward
Alpha Mu Tau Scholarship, Undergraduate Category: Sherry Bhalla, Phillip Bennett, Kimberli Chrzan,
Meghan Colvin, Trang Dang, Maram J. Ibrahim, Ghadah Kazem, Katelyn Kucera, Kristi Lavin, Pacifique Munezero,
Rebecca Nemeh, Alexandra Nusbaum, Casey Shelby, Penland Jermita, Sanders Kinsley Shoup, Jordan VandenBerge, and Christina l. Wyttenbach
Recognition of 50 Years of Membership Milestone
Mary D. Claussen, Gretchen M. Downer, Joe R. Fowler, Mary M. Gourley, Annie L. Johnson, Larry A. Leppke,
Judith C. Mull, Clareyse E. Nelson, William G. Padgett, Jane M. Peck, Beverly J. Price DeNard Clint C. Subra,
and Jenni E. Santos-Montanez
Forum for Concerns of Minorities
MLS: Gianina Logan and Tyeshia Richardson

ASCLS Student Forum Travel Grant:
Lacy Falke, Jazmen Meyers, and Adam Nikles

New Professional New Member Forum Travel Grant
Brandy Gunsolus

Continued on Page 7
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Continued From Page 6
Student Forum Leadership Award Winner: Bridget C. Parsons ASCLS - ID
Nominees: Sydney M. Knapp, ASCLS-GA; Jazmen B. Myers, TACLS; Rebecca Nemeh, ASCLS-NJ; Alice Marie
Roberts, ASCLS-WI; Cassie Zblewski, ASCLS-WI
2015-16 Leadership Academy Graduates
Lacey Ann Campbell, Kristen Croom, Jonathan Gusilatar, Mallory Janquart, Sarah Killian, Stephanie Souza, and
Ian Wallace
New Professional Member of the Year Winner: Lacey A. Campbell, ASCLS-GA
Nominees: Gretchen Brocksmith, LSCLS; Elizabeth M. Edmunds, TACLS; Jonathan R. Gusilatar, ASCLS-MI;
Soh-Min Nee, CLSA; Stephanie Noblit, ASCLS-PA; and Ian Joseph Wallace, ASCLS-CO
We congratulate 76 members who were recognized as Key to the Future Winners by ASCLS with a special key
pin; their names were posted in the ASCLS booth at the Clinical Lab Expo.
Bio-Rad Scientific Assembly Professional Achievement Award
This year’s winners were: Debra Rodahl, Administration/QA/QC/Regulatory/Industry/Consulting; Halcyon St. Hill,
Generalist; Roslyn McQueen, Hematology/Hemostasis; James T. Griffith, Microbiology/Public Health; and
Ruthann Ciszewski, Phlebotomy.
ASCLS & Bio-Rad Quality Paper and Poster Competition Winners
Undergraduate Category: Nicole Incorvia,and Soha Mahmoud
Graduate/Professional Category: Elizabeth K. Leibach
ASCLS Poster Competition Winners
Professional Category Winner: Kristin Landis-Piwowar, “Nonthrombocytopenic Purpura and Arthralgia in a Child:
A Case Report”
Graduate Category Winner: Ibsa Abdi, “Design and Validation of a Survey Questionnaire for the Assessment of
Transfusion Medicine Knowledge”
Undergraduate Category Winners: Zachary Gibson, McKenzie Carter and Alex Rich, “The Role of
N-Acetylgalactosamine in Celiac Disease”
CLS Distinguished Author Awards
Focus: Chris L. McGowin, Rodney E. Rohde, Gerald Redwine
Clinical Practice: James T. Griffith Rodney E. Rohde
Education Studies: Maria E. Delost, Teresa S. Nadder
Research: Angelica Montes Michelle Francis Anna P. Ciulla
Omicron Sigma recognition was awarded to 495 dedicated members this year as a part of the ASCLS
President’s Honor Roll.
Constituent Society Members of the Year Winners are Shannon Billings, AK, Claude Rector, AR, Tracy Matthews,
CO, Halcyon St. Hill, FL Charlotte Bates, GA, Marjorie Montanus, ID, Yvonne Hinrichsen, IA, Joette Taylor, LA,
Evelyn Weaver, MS, Ashlee Ketchum, MT, Lucia Wang, NJ, Angela Meisse, NY, Kathryn Wesseler, OH, William
Hunt, PA, Stacie Lansink, SD, Sigrid Reymond, WA, Kim Polsley, WI, and Franciska Wriborg, WY.
Last, but not least, the ASCLS Lifetime Achievement Award Winner was Susan J. Leclair, CNE.
Nominees were Shellie Smith, AK, Halcyon St. Hill, FL, Elizabeth Leibach, GA, Debbie Shell, ID, Kathryn Doig,
MI, Lucia Johnson, MO, Gail D. Konecsni, NY, Pam Kieffer, SD, Duncan Samo, TX, Brenta G. Davis, TN, and
Margaret L Stark, WY
I would like to extend a special thank you to the following for their cooperation and collaboration: ASCLS Awards
Committee 2014-2015 members; Marcella Yee, Chair, Stephanie Mihane, Vice-Chair, Gilma Roncancio-Weemer,
Melody O’Donnell, Lisa Hochstein, Masih Shokrani, Mary Ann McLane - E & R Fund Representative, Farogh
Nazari - Industry Representative, Ashley Marie Camara, Kelly Allison Marie Greer, and Mary Worthing - New
Continued on Page 14
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PRESIDENT-ELECT CANDIDATE PRESENTATION
Suzanne Campbell
2015-16 ASCLS President-Elect
The Nominations Committee asked the PE
Candidates which activities would be necessary
to maintain the active membership from our
new professionals and Leadership
Academy graduates.
Colleagues of the best profession ever– medical
laboratory science! I am Suzanne Campbell and the
newly elected president-elect for the American Society
for Clinical Laboratory Science. After many years
of involvement in ASCLS at the state, regional, and
national level, it is now my desire to give back to my
chosen profession in the leadership role as your next
president-elect. My answer to the question proposed
by the Nominations Committee to the President-Elect
candidates follows.
I recommend we consider the three Cs or in our
science world – C cubed (C3) – Commitment, Communication and Collective Responsibility. As your
president-elect, I will make the commitment to
motivate and involve all members of ASCLS with an
emphasis on our new professionals and ask each
of you to join me in making that same commitment.
To demonstrate that commitment, we must continue
the national Leadership Academy and implement a
formal mentoring program. To strengthen our
communication, I encourage each of us to renew our
meaningful interactions with members. Our
communication strategies should include developing
and implementing a marketing campaign for ASCLS
membership. Lastly, I will lead, as I ask each member
of ASCLS to be collectively responsible for the future
success of our organization.
C1 - Commitment
Leadership Academy
We must remain committed to the Leadership Academy.
A 2013 survey of the 45 graduates indicated that 93%
were still ASCLS members and actively involved in
state leadership. Several regions and states have
also implemented leadership academies. The academies provide resources to enable individuals to
assume leadership roles in ASCLS. It is imperative
for the continued success of our organization that we
grow our own leaders. I am committed to culturing
our own - are you?

Formal Mentoring Program
Through the Leadership Development Committee and
New Professionals/New Members Forum, there is
once again a call for a purposeful mentoring program.
I am asking leaders at all levels to participate in this
program. We should identify members to be mentored
for future leadership positions. The program is a great
way to link our experienced members with our new
members and new professionals. I have volunteered
to be a mentor – will you?
C2 - Communication
Meaningful Interactions with Members
Communication is an important key to engaging
members of any organization. In the book The Art of
Membership by Sheri Jacobs, the author states that
engagement of members through meaningful contact is
vital to continued membership in professional organizations. To demonstrate commitment to our new
members, I suggest that we improve the existing welcome
package. Each of us must make the commitment to
communicate with and to engage new members.
Marketing Campaign
We currently have 1,000 more members than this time
last year. This is outstanding news and each of us
must make the commitment to continue to retain and
recruit medical laboratory professionals to become
members of ASCLS. I believe we need to strongly
consider a more aggressive marketing campaign to
promote the membership packages and benefits.
Increasing our critical mass is vital to the future of the
organization.
I will work diligently to create an awareness of the
importance of being an active member in this premier
professional organization. We must commit to defining
the benefits that are exclusive to members. We must
articulate what we as members of ASCLS do better
than anyone else. We must demonstrate the value
of membership in ASCLS. By developing a strong
marketing campaign, we can promote these benefits
to current and potential members.

Continued on Page 14
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WHAT IS A MENTOR?
Rodney Rohde
TACLS President, Region VII
What is a mentor? Are there ways to establish a
true mentor-mentee relationship? One can go to the
research literature on this topic to define and answer
these types of questions. When I was given the
opportunity to address this subject for our national
newletter, ASCLS Today, my plan was to do just that
– review multiple resources to unpack this subject.
However, as I started, I realized, “why don’t I just tell
my story instead?” It’s really how I work regarding
mentoring. It’s always been about the relationships I
build with people – my students, my family,
colleagues, and friends.
Recently I’ve been fortunate to become an invited
contributing writer for Elsevier Connect. While I will
always be a scientist who attempts to utilize the
traditional avenues for dissemination of research like
journals and professional meetings, Elsevier Connect
has allowed me to become a more translational author for a wider audience. In this regard, I’ve had the
opportunity to write articles about our profession and
about subject matter expert areas like healthcareassociated infections that have been well received
around the globe. As I’ve written about different
topics, it gave me the opportunity to begin reflecting
on areas that have always come naturally to me; for
instance, graduate school secrets and tips or being
successful in college from the perspective of a dad
and professor. When I talk to those who have
commented on these stories, there is always a common
theme – simplicity. So, how does this relate to
mentoring? Well, to me, mentoring has always been
natural and simple. I think becoming a father AND
a professor, though, allowed mentoring to become
more purposeful and directed in my life.
When I ask current students, alumni, or colleagues
and friends what makes me an effective mentor,
the usual dominant themes are 1) a natural ability
at building relationships, 2) an ability to listen and
remember important things about an individual and,
3) modeling the behavior I am working to achieve in
the mentee. Each of these traits, I believe, is what
makes any one of us an effective mentor and in many
ways, a true friend, an effective leader, or a loyal
team member.

The first trait – building a relationship – is one of those
things that seems simple to me. To me, in a true mentoring relationship, the mentor should work to understand a person beyond just a superficial interaction. For
instance, I have learned during my academic life that
so many of my students come from rich and diverse
cultural backgrounds. I think I gain as much from
them in building a relationship; because each time I
learn something about a culture, it makes me an even
more effective mentor for subsequent relationships.
Likewise, I hope the mentee takes a true interest in
learning about me – my professional goals, my family,
my educational path and my hobbies. Like a friendship
or parenting, this trait must be nurtured consistently
and over time. It can’t be just during a classroom
interaction. I even work at these relationships with my
pre-CLS majors and way beyond graduation.
The second trait – listening and remembering – was
not one of my strengths upon entering academia or
fatherhood. My wife and her family who are early
childhood educators with over 40 years of experience
helped me to see the powerful value in this characteristic. The coursework during my PhD, which I did
during my time as an assistant and associate professor,
added to this understanding. Now, I work on this trait
(and still struggle) in every relationship I build, including
with my children. I don’t always agree but I try to
“listen” and understand their point of view. In doing
this, I also work at remembering important and
passionate points about my students and others. For
instance, when I notice a particular student in a class
who shows up at every CLS Student Society event, or
one who steps up to be a leader when others do not,
or one who takes the time to help a struggling underclassman feel welcome in our program, I commit that
to memory or keep it in a journal. Then, when it’s time
for that letter of recommendation for a scholarship,
graduate school application, or job reference, I am
able to write powerful letters, often surprising those
very students that I noticed and remembered these
things. It’s the most wonderful gift TO ME when I see
them realize that I made that effort to listen, observe,
and remember.
Continued on Page 14
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THIS YEAR’S ANNUAL MEETING, AMI AND EXPO WERE HOT!
The 2015 ASCLS Annual Meeting, Advanced Management
Institute (AMI) and Clinical Lab Exposition were hot
events; the education and networking inside the Omni
Hotel at CNN Center and the Georgia World Congress
Center sizzled more than the famous Atlanta summer
heat outside!
As always, Atlanta,
GA was a wonderful
host city providing
many sight-seeing
attractions for
attendees. The
World of Coca-Cola
Museum, the Georgia
Aquarium, the CNN Center, and Skyview Atlanta, the
200-foot Ferris wheel were just a few.
ASCLS is especially thankful to the members of the
Annual Meeting Steering Committee (AMSC), the
Abstract and Proposal Review Committee (APRC),
and the AMI Steering Committee who worked diligently
over the last year to create well-rounded programs
that provided education and events which appealed to
every laboratorian.
Summary of events
The Advanced Management Institute began on
Sunday, July 26th with opening keynote speaker,
Darci Sternen of Seattle Children’s Hospital. Darci
is a Board certified, licensed genetic counselor who
discussed the key elements for a successful genetic
test utilization management program. For two days,
AMI attendees listened to speakers and participated
in discussions involving management topics affecting
all areas of the laboratory. Other topics presented
include succession planning, interprofessional teamwork, LEAN principles, LDT implementation and laboratory reimbursement.
After a full day of governance activities on Tuesday,
the 83rd Annual Meeting officially began on Wednesday
with the Industry Award Ceremony, followed by opening
keynote speaker Dr. Nancy Cornish. Dr. Cornish
spoke about lessons learned from the Ebola response
in terms of laboratory safety. ASCLS would like to
thank Cardinal Health for sponsorship of the opening
keynote speaker.

Wednesday through Friday featured outstanding sessions and speakers who shared their expertise on
topics that spanned all laboratory disciplines and issues. Researchers were able to share their findings at
oral and poster presentations. Undergraduate student
members also shared research as poster presentations.
Leadership Academy graduates presented their final
project entitled “Explore ASCLS through Infographics:
A Visual Collaboration of the Laboratory Profession
and Professional Representation.” This group used
infographics to provide a better understanding of the
many aspects of ASCLS. The Leadership Academy
graduates, once again, developed an excellent program and resource for our members.
The closing keynote on Friday afternoon,”Quiet Influence: The New Wave of Leadership” presented by
Dr. Jennifer Kahnweiler, was a light-hearted session
that discussed the key strengths of introverts. ASCLS
would like to thank Siemens Healthcare Diagnostics
for their sponsorship of the keynote.
The popular mobile meeting application returned this
year. The annual meeting sessions, speakers, handouts, sponsors, Clinical Lab Expo exam and more
could all be accessed from a smart phone or tablet.
ASCLS is grateful to Bio-Rad Laboratories for sponsorship of this useful meeting tool.
The ASCLS Social Networking Team kept members
connected and informed by frequent posts to the
ASCLS Facebook site and by tweeting throughout the
meeting using #Lab4Life and #ASCLS2015.
HOPE
The Promotion of the Profession Committee (PPC)
coordinated the annual ASCLS Provides HOPE –
Helping Other People Event. This year’s event
benefited “StandUp for Kids – Atlanta.”
Were you unable to attend the
2015 Annual Meeting? Purchase
individual sessions or the entire
set of conference recordings at
www.dcprovidersonline.com/ascls/
Continued on Page 11
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Continued From Page 10
This organization works to end youth homelessness in Atlanta by going to the streets to find, and help homeless
kids improve their lives. Personal care items and monetary donations were collected to support this organization.
This year’s event was a tremendous success as ASCLS “provided the face” and gave back to this local charity within the host city. Five large boxes of personal care items and over $1500 were donated during the Annual
Meeting. Many thanks to all who donated and the members of the PPC, especially Jamie Blankenship, HOPE
coordinator, and Shelby Currier, PPC Chair.
Kudos to AMSC, APRC and AMI Planning Committee
Kudos are extended to Lacey Campbell, the host society liaison, David Falleur, the AMSC Chair, Frank Scarano, the
APRC Chair, and other members of the AMSC, APRC and AMI planning committees for their efforts in making the
2015 ASCLS Annual Meeting, AMI and Exposition such a great success.

AMSC members included:
David Falleur, Chair
Scott Aikey, Vice Chair
Jean Bauer, Past Chair
Lacey Campbell
Susanne Zanto
Barbara Snyderman
Debbie Faubion
Jillene Collins
Crystal Mino
Pam Magnani
Elissa Passiment
Karrie Hovis

APRC members included:
Frank Scarano, Chair
Deborah Josko, Vice Chair
Michelle Butina
Linda Gorman
Kerry Harbert
Ed Peterson
Lester Pretlow
Rodney Rohde
Barbara Sawyer
Sally Pestana
Karrie Hovis

Many thanks to each of these dedicated members and staff whose efforts provided an excellent ASCLS experience!

Visit http://www.ascls.org/continuingeducation for details.

www.dcprovidersonline.com/ascls
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Government From Page 1
CMS is seeking comment from the
public on implementation of certain
provisions of the MACRA, including
the new Merit-based Incentive Payment System (MIPS). This is part of
a broader effort at the Department
to move the Medicare program to
a healthcare system focused on
the delivery of quality care and
value. Initially, physicians and some
advanced practice nurses are eligible
for the MIPS program. The Secretary
of Health and Human Services
(HHS) has authority to expand
beyond this initial list however.

MIPS will incent physicians and other
eligible professionals including PAs,
NPs, CNSs and certified registered
nurse anesthetists, using a new set
of performance measures to calculate
a composite score (between 0 and
100). The performance categories
are: 1) quality, 2) resource use, 3)
clinical practice improvement activities,
and 4) meaningful use of certified
EHR technology. The Secretary of
HHS will establish the specifics for
each performance category.

King v Burwell
On June 23, 2015, the Supreme
2015-2019: Few Changes
Court decided the case of King v
Beginning this calendar or
Burwell by a vote of 6-3, determining
performance year, 2015, and for
that health insurance subsidies can
the next four years, or through
be provided to individuals in both
2019, Medicare physicians through state-based exchanges and the
the Medicare physician fee schedule federal exchange for states that have
will receive a 0.5% annual update. not set up an exchange. The Court’s
(From 2020 to 2025 the payment
decision pulls the rug out from under
update will be 0.0%. Beginning in
a Congress that had wanted to either
2026 the update for Alternative
repeal or make significant changes
Payment Model (APM) providers
to the health care law. Without the
will be 0.75% per year. The update
leverage of this case, Congress has
for those not participating as an
little negotiating power with President
APM will be 0.25%.) Between 2015 Obama on this matter. It is clear
and 2019 all current Medicare
though that some business interests
incentive and penalty payments will will continue to see changes to the
remain in place. Payment bonuses Affordable Care Act such as elimination
and penalties via the Physician
of the 2.3 percent excise tax on
Quality Reporting Initiative (PQRI)
medical devices which has strong
will continue. Incentive Medicare
bipartisan support.
payments to physicians via the
adoption of HIT/EHR “meaningful 21st Century Cures Act
use” will continue through 2016
On July 10, 2015, by a vote of 344while penalty reductions will continue 77 the House of Representatives
through 2019. The Value-based
passed the 21st Century Cures Act
Modifier (VM) program that began
(H.R.6). The bill would speed
this year will continue through 2019. consideration of new drugs and
devices to address disease and
2019-2024: Merit-Based Incentive expand clinical research efforts.
Payment System (MIPS)
Beginning in 2019, a new incentive The measure faces uncertain
payment system, termed the Merit- prospects in the Senate, where
Based Incentive Payment System
parallel efforts are on a much slower
(MIPS), will replace or sunset PQRI, timeline. Health, Education, Labor
HIT/EHR and the VM programs.
and Pensions Committee Chairman

Lamar Alexander (R-TN), has said
his panel wouldn’t likely produce a
version of the legislation until after
September, although lawmakers
have already had hearings on
the issue.
Opposition was led by fiscal
conservatives displeased with the
bill’s mandatory funding for biomedical
research and Democrats upset over
abortion restrictions and other policy
riders that would apply to the
funding stream.
The Cures bill would provide $9.3
billion for the National Institutes of
Health and Food and Drug Administration over five years while
revamping aspects of the FDA’s
drug and medical device evaluation
processes. The cost would be fully
offset, and the measure also would
reauthorize NIH for three years.
The bill garnered 230 cosponsors
and the support of the Obama
administration and House Republican
leadership. It is the product of more
than a year of hearings, roundtables, meetings with stakeholders
and multiple discussions drafts.
Sponsors Diana DeGette (D-CO),
and Energy and Commerce Chairman
Fred Upton (R-MI), have said the
measure was spurred by the 15
year process for new drugs to reach
the market, and that 95 percent of
rare diseases currently have no
known cures.
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Cardinal Health, CellaVision AB,
Center for Phlebotomy Education,
General Water Technologies,
Greiner Bio-One North America,
Inc., Hologic Inc., HORIBA Medical,
Immucor, Inc., Ortho Clinical
Diagnostics Roche Diagnostics
Corp., Sarstedt, Inc., Sysmex
America, Inc., Thermo Fisher
Scientific, and Michigan State
University Biomedical Laboratory
Diagnostics Program.
A special thank-you to BD Diagnostics
for again sponsoring the Past
President’s Gavel which was
presented to Susie Zanto, ASCLS
President 2014-2015.
This year the recipients of the ASCLS
Beckman Coulter Travel Grant were
introduced; Joshua Bugbee, Megahan
Colvin, Courtney Hall, Hollie Hatch,
Beth Hughes, Elizabeth LaFors.
For the second year Cardinal Health
has chosen the Cardinal Health
urEssential Award Winner. This
year’s deserving recipient was
Dr. Rodney E Rohde.
The ASCLS & Bio-Rad Quality Paper
and Poster Competition Winners in
the Undergraduate Category was
Nicole Incorvia Soha Mahmoud and
the Graduate/Professional Category
was Elizabeth K. Leibach, PHD
Congratulations and thank you
to all our industry partners
and winners !!!
President’s Message From Page 2
laboratories was also introduced
at this meeting. Its inventor, Ralph
Beral, had a booth to exhibit his
invention. This was a true gamechanger for laboratories since it
replaced glass Pasteur pipets with
bulbs that were often a safety haz-

ard. General Diagnostics sponsored
the daily convention newspaper,
called “The Galaxy,” as well as the
keynote speaker, banquet, and a
wine and cheese party. General
Diagnostics was featuring new serum/
plasma separation devices, new
bleeding time devices and a four
hour, 15 test microbiological identification system for enteric bacteria.
Wescor introduced a compact
osmometer that required no sample
freezing and needed “a trifling 7
microliter sample for a complete
fluid analysis.” Ortho Instruments
featured a laser hematology
counter, as well as a complete line
of products for the blood bank,
coagulation and clinical chemistry.
Beckman Instruments featured their
new Glucose 2 and BUN 2 tabletop
analyzers along with FTA-ABS test
slides. Hycel, a manufacturer of
hematology analyzers, sponsored a
fashion show luncheon which was
the hottest ticket at the meeting. So
many company names are unfamiliar
to our New Professional and student
members but they bring back great
memories to me and many of my
colleagues.
There were many social events
to attend from morning to night.
Breakfast was sponsored by Wampole, and all attendees received
a commemorative mug. Evening
hospitality suites were company
sponsored: I remember throwing
Frisbees on to the Omni Hotel
ice skating rink from the Scientific
Products suite balcony. The host
society had a welcome reception
sponsored by Hyland Laboratories
called the Peach Blossom Festival.
There was a “Tag Along” hospitality
center for those guests attending
with a member.

13
showing their membership status in
the society.
We were housed in four hotels in
Atlanta, and the students were
housed in a Marriott motel near the
other hotels to keep costs down.
1977 was the first year the Student Forum was a “forum”—it had
just been approved by the Board
of Directors, and was no longer a
committee. P.A.C.E.® and the Student
Forum both hosted “rap sessions”
for members.
Registration for the meeting was
$50 for a member and $35 for a
student member. Keeping that in
perspective, at that time gas for a
car was about 40 cents a gallon and
cigarettes were under 50 cents
a pack.
This was the first meeting that attendees were asked to refrain from
smoking in the meeting sessions.
There were no “electronic devices”
to silence at that time because cell
phones had not yet been invented.
NAACLS Board members, committee
members and staff were available
for individual conferences at this
meeting. Professional sessions in
the program were authorized as
military training assemblies and
military reservists were able to earn
credits as long as a session was not
less than two hours.

All pre-registered annual meeting,
attendees were automatically
covered by two insurance policies:
one provided $10,000 in the event
of accidental death or dismemberment, which included travel time.
The second provided $500 medical
expense allowance in the event
medical treatment was required
Omicron Sigma awardees had a
gold stripe on their badge to designate during the meeting.
their honor! All other attendees had
Above all, there were a tremendous
badges with different color stripes
Continued on Page 14
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Presentation

number of scientific sessions and
workshops to attend. So many
presenters were strangers to me
then, but have become mentors,
friends and “ASCLS family” in the
years since that first meeting. There
are too many names in that program
to list here! I loved learning new
things, and still do today, even
when those subjects do not apply to
my primary specialty.

C3 - Collective Responsibility
In the words of Coach Mike Krzyzewski
from his book “Leading with the
Heart,” “People want to be on
a team. They want to be part of
something bigger than themselves.
They want to be in a situation where
they feel they are doing something
for the greater good.” WE have a
responsibility to OUR organization.
WE have a responsibility to our
profession. WE have a responsibility
to excellence. As the president-elect
of ASCLS, I am responsible for
appointing and leading a team that
will strive for excellence; a team
that demonstrates success in all
that ASCLS represents. I believe in
you and I trust you to believe in my
level of commitment, my communication skills and my sense of collective responsibility as your 2015-16
ASCLS president-elect.

It was fun to look back at that 1977
program and see how many things
have changed and how many are
similar. I hope that those of you
who attended your very first ASCLS
meeting this year have created
memories that will last your lifetime
as I have.
Member Awards

From Page 7

Professional Representatives,
Kimaria Baker and Sameerra
Seriwala – Student Representatives,
Roslyn McQueen - Board Liaison
and Elissa Passiment - ASCLS
Staff Liaison. Thanks to the ASCLS
Executive Office staff Elissa
Passiment, Andrea Hickey, and
Karrie Hovis and our great Meetings
Management Team Vicki Johnson,
Pam Magnani, Kawania Wooten,
and Kristie Chang.Thanks also to
Susie Zanto, ASCLS President 20142015, J.R. Constance, 2013-2014
ASCLS President, and Barbara
Brown, 2003-2004 ASCLS President,
for their enthusiasm during this
year’s ceremonies, Ed Peterson for
providing this year’s musical
selections, all awards contacts,
judges, Ed Neren and Leticia San
Diego for the awards program
brochure production. It does take a
village (or better a nation of
professionals volunteering their
time, energy and passion) to
achieve the impossible. Thank you!

From Page 8
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other ASCLS-IL members, I might
not have become active and
reached this place in my
professional career.
Being awarded the Keys to the
Future is an honor. It was rewarding
to know the organization saw something in me. I may have remained
active had I not received the award,
but awards are uplifting and motivating.
The award gave me confidence in
my abilities and made me curious to
learn more about the organization.
The Keys to the Future award is a
special award one can only receive
once. I am very proud to have
received it.
What is a Mentor

From Page 9

The third trait – modeling behavior
– is a combination of things I try
to do with direction and purpose. I
grew up in a household in which my
parents never allowed us children
to quit. Hard work (physical and
References
mental) was the house rule! My dad
Jacobs S. The art of membership:
used to tell me “Rodney, trust in
how to attract, retain and cement
God, always finish what you started,
member loyalty. Jossey-Bass, San
pay your bills, honor your family/
Francisco. 2014.
friends, and help those who need it.
Krzyzewski K. Leading with the
“ And, “work never killed anyone so
heart. Grand Central Publishing,
outwork everyone.” It’s from those
New York. 2000. p. 185.
roots that I have evolved over my
career. I’ve never considered myself
Mentoring
From Page 5
super smart but I will outwork you.
for my involvement at the state level It’s in that vein that I try to emulate
goal setting and achievement for my
with the student bowl. Since that
students, children, and others.
time I have served ASCLS-IL as a
Board Member at Large for 2 terms
I set the bar high and I’ve yet to see
and I am currently the Presidentwhere outworking others has failed.
Elect for ASCLS-IL as well as the
I work hard, and with a passion
Northwest Branch Vice President.
and purpose, to show my students
I am also a graduate of the 20122013 ASCLS Leadership Academy. (and others) opportunities they can
achieve with hard work. Whether
it’s a CDC Emerging Disease FelLooking back, I had the desire to
belong to a professional organization. lowship, an internship, ASCLS or
I had the drive to be active, but had TACLS Student Forum Chair (or
other leadership opportunities),
not I received that mentoring from
competitive graduate school/medical
my program director, boss and
Continued on Page 15
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school acceptance, scholarships, or
employment avenues, I constantly
try to show my students how to
achieve those “hard to get” goals.
And, usually, with hard work, once
a student sees how to go about
doing it, their goals and achievements soar. I want our students and
CLS program to set the example of
“doing it the right way” through hard
work. Nothing is more satisfying
than seeing someone who thought
they couldn’t get there or achieve
a goal, get there and succeed. I
am also a huge believer in using
encouragement to build a positive
environment, including the use of
quotes/mottos to build a mentality and brand in our program. My
students get used to hearing and
seeing these things daily. One of
my favorite and personal quotes –
Perseverance, persistence, passion, and prayer (the 4 P’s) will
keep you keeping on!
In closing, we all need to consistently work to surround ourselves
with mentors – those who challenge
us (even when they may not believe we can get there), those who
will be our cheerleaders, and those
who will listen and encourage us on
our journey. It may not be just one
person; but, the important thing is to
seek out those who will assist you
in your life. Mentors can change
your life; be alert for leaders, teachers, parents, clergy, colleagues and
friends who can help you. Don’t
be afraid to ask for mentoring help
either – it’s never too late. ASCLS,
state CLS and other organizations
are great places to start. I have
found so many wonderful mentors
here, at home, my church, and
elsewhere. I continue to be amazed
at the breadth and depth of talent
we have in ASCLS. Good luck and
don’t be afraid to introduce yourself
soon! Look me up online as well
and follow me!

Region VIII

From Page 3

professional journey.
Many times I have heard people in
ASCLS say “I am who I am because
of ASCLS.” I too am thankful for
the opportunities and skills learned
from my fellowship and time spent
in ASCLS and would not be where
I am without my ASCLS family
and friends.
“I start with the premise that the
function of leadership is to produce
more leaders, not more followers.”
Ralph Nader, BrainyQuotes.com
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